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Response to editor comment

We are confident that we can address the reviewer comments and will resubmit a fully
revised version of the manuscript. In accordance with the major concerns, we now
provide a table indicating the significant correlations between coral records, as well as
a comparison with other PDO reconstructions, rather than just a single record. Further,
we cite two new papers that have been accepted for publication, highlighting the coral
proxy link to regional hydrology (rainfall, modelled river discharge and sediment yield).
See full citations below (Grove et al., 2012; Maina et al., 2012).

With regards to the editorial comment; there is indeed a significant 50-70 year fre-
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quency in the coral records. However, this may not have been clear in the previous
single spectrum analysis (SSA) plots, as the x-axis was on a log scale. For the revised
version of the manuscript we replace the log scale with a scale indicating the periodic-
ity of years to highlight the significant 50-70 year frequency band, making it easier for
the reader to identify. We also provide greater detail in describing this frequency band,
graphically and in the text, as well as the interdecadal frequency band (20-30 years)
associated with the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO).
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